
Boeing, BMT team for Navy maritime communications 

system project 

BRISBANE, Aus.,  November 2, 2022 - Boeing [NYSE: BA] Defence Australia and BMT are 

partnering to provide the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) with a modern maritime 

communications system, under Project SEA1442 Phase 5.  

The teaming partners will deliver the RAN an integrated, interoperable and resilient system to 

enhance their wireless information exchange capability. 

Boeing’s pedigree in developing complex communication systems for the deployed military 

environment, combined with BMT’s demonstrated experience in maritime engineering will 

provide the RAN a flexible system with advanced evolving technology to meet their needs for 

the coming decades. 

“Our collaborative partnership offers a seaworthy, sovereign communications system that will 

enable Navy to fight and win at sea,” said Scott Carpendale, vice president and managing 

director, Boeing Defence Australia. “Our solution creates opportunity for Navy to become part 

of a fully-integrated Australian Defence Force-wide system, with access to coalition 

interoperability.” 

“The combination of Boeing’s fielded technology, collaborative development approach and 

BMT’s maritime design expertise, technical assurance and extensive knowledge of RAN 

platforms will ensure the rapid delivery of this combat-ready communications capability,” he 

said. 

As the Prime Systems Integrator, Boeing Defence Australia’s design and network expertise is 

operationally-proven across networked operations in denied, degraded, intermittent and limited 

bandwidth environments in multiple domains. 

The locally designed and manufactured solution contains more than 90 percent Australian 

content underpinned by the use and uplift of new and existing Australian suppliers. 

“As the maritime engineering partner, BMT in Australia brings local expertise to Boeing’s 

sovereign maritime solution for SEA1442 Phase 5,” said Graeme Nayler, Regional Business 

Director, BMT. 

“BMT are proud of the long history we have in supporting Australia’s and our coalition partners’ 

naval capabilities, complex military platforms and weapon systems and our in-country experts 

play an active role in supporting shipbuilding, acquisition and sustainment enterprises to provide 

the best solutions for Navy.” 

Boeing in Australia 

After more than 95 years, Boeing Australia is the leading aerospace company in the region. Our 

4000 employees work across the broadest aerospace portfolio in Australia, including advanced 



manufacturing, defence, services, and research and development. We have a thriving Australian 

supply chain that supports our operations, and we're proud to partner with great organisations 

that support veterans, STEM and the communities we live and work in. As we look to the future, 

Boeing Australia is committed to advancing economic opportunity, sustainability and 

community impact. Learn more at www.boeing.com.au. 

BMT 

BMT is a leading international design, engineering, science, digital data technology and risk 

management consultancy with a reputation for excellence. We're driven by a belief that things 

can always be better, safer, greener and more efficient. Delivering independent, complex design 

and consultancy capabilities and services for over 30 years, we pride ourselves on being 

equipped to support our clients to tackle the most complex design and systems issues, and 

challenges, which enables the industry to deliver safer, cleaner and more fuel-efficient shipping 

for the future. We draw upon a wide range of experience and expertise to provide high-quality, 

high value products and services across the maritime sector. The group’s assets are held in 

beneficial ownership for its staff www.bmt.org. 
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